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Key Takeaways
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● Search behavior has been changing significantly over the last few months in the luxury category

● Fashion designers show negative YoY growth in search volume across North America and Europe

● European countries, especially UK and Germany, are growing at a slower rate than other markets due to lower 
demand

● It is believed that ecommerce will not fully mitigate the loss of sales from decreased shopping during this time



Threats to Luxury
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● The Luxury Market is responding to coronavirus by shutting stores down and pulling back investment

● One of the largest indicators of the industry’s response has been the reaction to fashion weeks. For example, for the 
first time in history Giorgio Armani canceled its live show in Milan and instead streamed footage online

● Many Luxury Brands have also closed stores such as LVMH, Burberry and Chanel in response to a decrease in traffic to 
physical retailers and stringent controls to limit the virus spread

● A further threat to the luxury market is its reliance on Chinese shoppers. Chinese shoppers spend accounts for 33% of 
the luxury global market and in 2019, luxury goods saw 20% growth in China for the second year in a row

● As consumers adjust to staying home, many are diverting their discretionary spending for stocking up, temporarily 
reducing spending on non-essential goods



Designers are declining YoY showing negative growth (behind the red line) in search volume for 
Europe and N. America (data up to 28th February 2020)
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YoY Search Growth is declining within luxury fashion (data 6th Jan to 22nd Feb 2020)
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● In February, searches grew less compared to January across all regions

● European countries especially UK and Germany are growing at a slower rate than other markets due to lower demand
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Shopping behavior spiked for the weekend despite so many people staying at home now seven days a 
week indicating that consumers are maintaining their routines.

Graphs based on 1st party data from US eCommerce

● After limited movement over the past 14 days, the luxury vertical has taken a huge leap from -27% to 
-9% in just two days.

● Luxury brands have collectively decided to discount slightly during these times and conduct promotions 
which they typically would not do in order to maintain a premium approach. 



Will ecommerce balance the losses seen in Brick-and-Mortar stores?
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● In early March total retail traffic fell 9.1%, apparel retail traffic fell 3.9% and luxury retail traffic declined by 14.7% in the 
US

● Morgan Stanley and Wedbush analysts have said that neither believe e-commerce will fully mitigate lost sales from 
decreased shopping during this period

● Online sales are expected to fare better than the stores, but would also suffer significant losses

● Evidence of consumers pulling back on spending during uncertain times particularly in brick-and-mortar stores has 
had strong implications for retail

● Apparel retailer Next initially saw online sales rising however in the week beginning 8 March online sales fell by 8.8% 
and declined by 30% between 15-17 March



What can be expected as the COVID-19 spread slows?
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● Within China, after stringent quarantine measures being relaxed people are celebrating and going out on luxury 
‘revenge spending’ sprees. 

● This behavior is anticipated to be reflected across the world as more countries overcome the outbreak.

● There is also opportunity to look for ways to connect with customers while they are being isolated. For example, 
Armani held its fashion show in an empty venue and streamed the event to customers and fans.

● It is anticipated that there will be a negative impact on apparel retailers in the first half of the year but that a buildup of 
demand may mitigate that in the second half.
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